Collaborative Learning Models

• Support Academic Social Networks

• Fine-Grained Access Control to Help Support Open Availability of Materials

• Multi-University Integration
• Video Replacement for Traditional Lecture-Based Classroom

• Variety of Social Tools
  – Wiki, Blog, Gradebook, Material Upload
  – Discussion Forum and Voting System

• iPhone App
General Definition of Variable Elimination (25:21)

Quiz Question

(0 Points) What is this expression equal to:

\[ \tau_1(B) \times \phi_c(B,C) \times \phi_y(C,D) \times \phi_z(D,E) \]

- Nothing meaningful; it is just a product of factors
- \( P(B,C,D,E) \)
- \( P(A,B,C,D,E) \)
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Goals
Chapter 9.3. Formal definition of the full Variable Elimination algorithm with more complex examples.

Extra Resources
Discussion Forum

Project 2 - 3 - issues with sending email after exploit
email thread between David and myself. Thank you very much to David for helping me out. From David: no problem, go ahead and post it. ...

Project 2 JS question - how to set password field of the form using JS
I capturing username and login from the form using JS: var username = document.getElementById("fakeloginid").value; &...

Project2 JS question
I register a function with onclick event to display a message after x ms. I can get alert displayed w/o delay but cannot get delayed me...

Homework question
In problem 5 part b can we assume that the function pointer, fnptr, is traced back to its structure in the taint analysis? Does the an...

Project #1 Grades released
You should be able to see your grade. If you submitted, but don't see your grade, ask me (this should not happen though).